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Executive Summary 執行摘要 

World Vision Taiwan (WVT) is a relief, development, and advocacy organization that works to fight poverty and 

injustice in remote villages across Taiwan. To create a lasting impact, WVT programs must change behaviors 

within communities, in a sustainable and scalable way, which is not an easy feat. WVT has now partnered with 

U.S. based nonprofit, Appleseed to pilot a new approach, beginning with this study. This report includes insights 

and recommendations which will enable WVT’s current and future programs to obtain better results in the fight 

against poverty, without significantly increasing resources. 

WVT

WVT  WVT

Appleseed

WVT  

Partnership and Project Overview  

The goal of WVT’s Community Kitchen Program is to combat child malnutrition in indigenous villages. Here, many 

children live with grandparents who often struggle to provide adequate care. To help ensure adequate nutrition, 

WVT trains community women to become nationally licensed chefs, able to earn an income and provide dinners 

to children. Appleseed conducted this study in Kiwit Village, a rural indigenous Amis and Bunun village in Taiwan’s 

Hualien County, where WVT had recently established a Community Kitchen program.  Through this partnership, 

WVT and Appleseed hoped to achieve the following: 

 Gain deep understanding of the program and the community it serves 

 Improve and scale impact, through strategic and tactical recommendations 

 Enable a more sustainable program by analyzing two target behaviors 

 Build WVT capacity for applying a proven approach for changing behavior 

To complete this research, the Appleseed team (consisting of a pediatrician and a social marketer) conducted a 

literature review, held meetings with WVT staff, and reviewed growth data of children. Then researchers lived in 

Kiwit Village to observe and interview community members (caretakers, children, program coordinator, and 

school staff), take part in Community Kitchen sessions, and hold a focus group with trained chefs. 

WVT

WVT

Appleseed WVT

WVT Appleseed  

  

  

  

 WVT  
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Appleseed WVT

 

Key Observations & Findings  

Kiwit Village, Food, and Community Perceptions 

 Food in Kiwit is either grown locally in Kiwit, or brought in from Ruisui. There are no restaurants or 

grocery stores. Convenience stores sell food, limited to unhealthy, non-perishable items. 

 Lunches and dinners outside of school and the Community Kitchen Dinners are inconsistent for 

many children. Children responsible for procuring their own meals are especially susceptible to 

malnutrition. 

 None of the caretakers interviewed believed village children are at risk for nutrition problems. 

 World Vision is a well-known name in Kiwit and nearly every family has a great impression. However, 

there is confusion that the After School Program and the Community Kitchen Dinners belong to the 

Kiwit Presbyterian Church, making some feel suspicious of the program’s intentions. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Chef Training Program  

 Community Kitchen Chefs are well trained and know what makes a healthy diet. 

 The most common reason for participating in the program was the hope of increased job 

opportunities. Common reasons for quitting the program were fear of failure, scheduling conflicts, 

and feeling bored with initial classes that did not involve hands-on cooking.  

 

  

 

 

After School Program 
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 No formal activities outside of homework help are offered, though all caretakers wish there were. 

Caretakers also disagreed on program’s usefulness; some had concerns that children did not always 

finish homework, or that they would learn bad behavior. 

 The Coordinator desires but lacks formal training needed to provide structure and discipline, 

improve learning opportunities for children, and obtain participation from others in the village. 

 

 

 

  

Community Kitchen Dinners 

 A rotation of chefs serves children 3 to 4 meals per week. Chefs procure fresh ingredients daily but 

it can be challenging; a small amount comes from Kiwit. All caretakers agree local produce grown in 

Kiwit is better than food from outside the village. 

 While the family-style meal served may be balanced, most children do not eat a balanced meal. 

 All the children are attracted to the program; they enjoy being/eating with other children; they have 

a place that is safe, where they consistently know they are cared for and loved. Children sometimes 

tell families they are getting meals on days and times where they are not. 

 Some caretakers would prefer children to eat with the family while late-working caretakers state 

that the Community Kitchen provides a sense of relief for them. All caretakers believe children 

coming home at 8:00 pm is too late; 7:00 pm is preferred. 

 

 3-4

 

  

 

 

 

 

Analysis & Conclusions  

It is clear that the Community Kitchen Program has had immediate benefit on children’s nutrition: 4 days a 

week, they get a well-cooked meal by nationally licensed chefs. The chefs have also been impacted through 

training and the ability to earn more income. However, there have been unintended consequences: children 

are becoming reliant on the Community Kitchen and are not learning to care for themselves adequately on 

other days; they also use the Community Kitchen as an excuse to go play and not eat with families. The net 

result is that many children are still skipping several meals a week. Also, the lack of structure within the 

Community Kitchen makes it easy for children to be undisciplined, and picky when it comes to eating, causing 
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them to not eat balanced meals. Caretakers are also not participating, nor is the program actively 

communicating with them to share schedules, hear concerns, or give them a sense of ownership of the 

program.  

 

Recommendations  

As social marketers focused on changing behavior, Appleseed’s recommendations take into account target 

behaviors as well as motivators (explained in more detail in report). The report also includes general 

recommendations for the Community Kitchen, After School Program, and WVT as a whole. Below is an 

overview of Appleseed’s recommendations: 

Appleseed

WVT Appleseed  

Recommendations for Changing Target Behaviors  

To convince caretakers to participate in the Community Kitchens:  

1. Set participation expectations early 

2. Make participation roles both attractive and clear  

3. Implement a communication system  

4. Appeal to the emotional senses of personal identity, social conformity, and a yearning for learning  

 

To convince village farmers to provide the Community Kitchens with produce:  

1. Identify farmers who are caretakers whose children benefit from the program 

2. Appeal to the belief in self-sufficiency, pride of local crops, desire to “save face”, and tribal or village identity 

3. Decide on needed crops in advance, so farmers can plan accordingly 

4. Plan ahead and set expectations early 

5. Pay farmers fairly, but be careful not to make them feel shame about taking money 

6. Implement a communication system  

 

 

1   

2   

3   

4   
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2   

3   

4   

5   

6   

Recommendations for Community Kitchen  

1. Provide children with structure 

2. Stop serving meals family-style; providing set portions would ensure they eat more balanced meals 

3. Ensure hand-washing 

4. Provide drinking water 

5. Enforce start and end times to alleviate caretakers concerns and build in structure and discipline 

6. Ally with convenience stores since they are the main source of unhealthy foods 

 

1   

2   

3   

4   

5   

6    

Recommendations for After School Program  

1. Incorporate extracurricular activities if possible  

2. Seek out teachers to lead extracurricular activities 

 

1   

2   

Further recommendations for maintaining communication with the community and building local capacity are 

also outlined in this report. 

 

 

Strategic Recommendations for World Vision Taiwan 

These recommendations are presented as a high-level approach that Appleseed has begun to take with the 

Community Kitchen in Kiwit Village. They could be applied to any current or future WVT program to increase 

chances for making sustained impact. 
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1. Start with the End in Mind: Before making tactical and logistical decisions for implementing a project, 

be precise in defining target audience and what you think they should do differently. 

2. Listen and Use Data: To get the community's buy-in and inform more suitable program design, ask 

questions and listen closely to audiences. Rely more on hard data and less on assumptions. 

3. Plan Using Barriers and Motivators: To know where to allocate resources, craft a strategy based on a 

prioritized list of barriers to remove and motivators to use, for each target behavior being explored. 

4. Set Better Objectives: Objectives can be better communicated and reached if they are made clear and 

realistic during project planning. Use the S.M.A.R.T. criteria for setting good objectives. If levels of success 

cannot be achieved with available resources, consider reducing the number of objectives. 

5. Measure and Adjust: Design a suitable measurement plan and process to track progress against 

objectives regularly. Programmers can then make adjustments and respond quickly to problems. 

6. Manage Perceptions: Safeguard the program's brand image, which lives in the minds of the community; 

open channels of communication so benefits can be highlighted and shortcomings can be addressed. 

Most of the recommendations made in this report require little or no additional investment of financial resources. 

Instead, they require applying a strategic community-based social marketing (CBSM) approach, that begins with 

having specific desires outcomes in mind and listening to communities, before selecting tactics. With World Vision 

Taiwan’s extensive reach into communities and dedication to making a difference, there is no doubt that these 

improvements can be made to better help children in communities across the island. 

 

Appleseed

 

1  

 

2  

 

3  

 

4  

S.M.A.R.T.  

5   

6  

 

CBSM
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Introduction 引言 

The Problem and a Possible Solution  

Due to the remoteness of many indigenous villages, low-income status of families, and a lack of work 

opportunities in villages, young and middle-aged parents often leave the villages to seek employment in cities. 

Some are gone most of the day or week; others are gone most of the year. When they are away, they usually 

leave their children in the full-time care of grandparents and the community-at-large. Most grandparents are 

unable to provide adequate full-time care: they are elderly farmers who also face extreme difficulties 

communicating with and managing their grandchildren because of an immense generation gap and language 

barriers. As a result, village children end up caring for themselves and their siblings for much of their daily lives. 

This affects their development in myriad ways; as it relates to their diets and health, most children suffer from 

meal-uncertainty and nutritional imbalance. 

World Vision Taiwan (WVT) has been working in indigenous villages across Taiwan for many decades to alleviate 

problems caused by these circumstances. In one instance, WVT has created a pilot program called Community 

Kitchen, with the following stated objectives to be met after a preparatory first year and the three following years. 

Currently, the program is in the second of those four years: 

 

WVT WVT

 

Audience  Objectives  

Community  1. Strengthen the health awareness  

2. Increase residents’ participation  

Families  1. Increase primary caregivers’ knowledge and ability in nutrition and health 

care  

2. Train the parents in the communities to increase their cooking skill and get 

the national license  

Children  1. Children receive sufficient food  
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2. Increase nutritious knowledge and ability.  

3. Train the senior students to do easy cooking  

4. Stature improvement  

 

Community Kitchens have been established in two different villages, one of which is Kiwit Village of Hualien 

County. There, WVT has been attempting to reach the objectives by providing the Community Kitchen as a safe 

place, a few times a week, for left-behind village children to finish their homework, receive love, play, and eat 

dinner. Dinners are prepared by community women who, with training provided by WVT, have become licensed 

chefs. 

The Community Kitchen program in Kiwit Village did not begin as a strategically-planned initiative. It began as an 

after school homework space for students, which WVT operated for several years. Later, WVT launched separate 

initiatives first to finance and expand a church kitchen, and later to train community women to become licensed 

chefs (providing employment opportunities). These various initiatives were combined to form The Community 

Kitchen, which has now been serving meals to most of Kiwit’s children for approximately the past two months. 

Now, WVT plans to expand this program by establishing Community Kitchens in other indigenous villages, starting 

with Li Dao village in Taitung County. Before that happens, WVT is partnering with Appleseed to learn from the 

experience in Kiwit Village, and find opportunities to improve the program there as well as program design for 

other villages.  

WVT

WVT  

WVT

WVT

 

WVT

WVT Appleseed  

World Vision Taiwan & Appleseed Partnership Appleseed

 

Appleseed is a U.S. based nonprofit organization that seeks to improve what children eat. To do this, Appleseed 

partners with other organizations to improve their ability to make impact and better achieve their missions. 

Partners are local organizations who have deep histories with communities in need, and offer an existing solution 

that improves child nutrition. With their Community Kitchens, World Vision Taiwan (the domestic arm of the 

global humanitarian nonprofit, World Vision) is one such organization. 
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An effective solution has two parts: 1. Establishing and operating the solution itself, and 2. Getting people in 

communities to accept the solution and receive the intended benefits. Appleseed focuses on that second part.  

In the case of Community Kitchens, WVT wishes for children to stop skipping meals, for more caretakers to 

participate in the program, and for local villagers to provide ingredients to help sustain the program. In 2016, 

Appleseed conducted deep research within the community in Kiwit Village to achieve goals set by the joint WVT 

and Appleseed team. In this report, Appleseed provides both strategic and tactical guidance to WVT based on 

research findings and analysis. The joint team will plan next steps in 2017. 

Appleseed  

Appleseed

 

1 2  

Appleseed  

WVT

2016 Appleseed ? WVT Appleseed

Appleseed ? WVT 2017  

A Brief Note about Appleseed’s Social Marketing Approach Appleseed

 

This section offers a brief introduction of Community-Based Social Marketing (CBSM), to help those unfamiliar 

with the methodology and its application to understand the steps taken in this project. 

The goal of community-based social marketing (CBSM) is to change human behavior. Like commercial marketing, 

which most people are familiar with, CBSM applies the principles of marketing and social psychology to change 

behavior. Unlike commercial marketing, CBSM does not primarily seek to change purchasing behaviors.  

CBSM is a strategic and systematic approach that starts with the end in mind: enabling a specific group of people 

within a community (target audience) to adopt a specific change (target behavior). Once target audiences and 

target behaviors are defined, the first step is to listen: conducting research to understand as much possible about 

the audience, with regards to the desired change. Ideally, this step is completed before choosing programmatic 

interventions or communication tactics for bringing about the change. Working in the community, researchers 

seek to understand knowledge, attitudes, and perceptions, health and socio-economic status, living environment, 

family situations, and more. These findings and observations form the basis of everything to follow. 

CBSM  
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CBSM CBSM

CBSM  

CBSM

 

Purpose  

The comprehensive findings and analysis of this research will allow the team to:  

1. Gain deep understanding of the program and the community it serves 

2. Improve and scale impact, through strategic and tactical recommendations 

3. Enable a more sustainable program by analyzing two target behaviors 

4. Build WVT capacity for applying a proven approach for changing behavior  

 

1  

2  

3  

4 WVT  
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Study Methodology 研究方法論 

The research team consisted of one Field Pediatrician and one Field Social Marketer. Focusing entirely on the 

Community Kitchen program in Kiwit Village, information was gathered from various sources: a literature review 

of WVT documents and meetings with WVT staff; in-depth home interviews with community caretakers, a focus 

group with the trained chefs in the community; individual interviews with the local project coordinator, chefs, 

school principal, and other members of the community not directly participating in the program; and many hours 

of directly observing the children, the Community Kitchen, and all aspects of life in Kiwit Village. 

WVT 閱 WVT

 

Sources of Information  

Observations and Findings presented in this report come from all of the following sources. 

 

Literature Review and Meetings with WVT Staff WVT  

The Appleseed research team’s first source of information came directly from World Vision Taiwan Staff 

(Domestic Ministries department, Research Specialists, Social Workers, and Marketing teams). Also, the research 

team reviewed documents and held meetings to understand program history, goals, previous successes and 

challenges, and future plans. Key documents have been included in the Appendix. 

Appleseed 研

閱  

Direct Observation  

With an introduction from WVT, the Appleseed research team obtained permission from Kiwit village leaders to 

live in the community for a continuous period of two weeks in November and December 2016. During this period, 

the team lived in the center of town and took part in regular village life. They ate with the children at six 

Community Kitchen sessions, and observed most of them (34 of 36 children) at home, at school, doing homework, 

playing, roaming the streets, at convenience stores, and through various other church and cultural activities. The 

team also made observations about the people and physical settings of the community kitchen, family homes 

and fields, school, stores, churches, and other parts of the village at large. 

WVT Appleseed 2016 11 12
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36 34

 

Home Interviews  

Following personal introductions made by the local project coordinator, the Appleseed research team followed 

up with caretakers in most households in Kiwit Village that had children (11 of 13 households). Researchers 

framed the conversation by requesting caretakers’ unique perspectives about WVT’s work, and offered to provide 

child health checkups if desired. Most home interviews lasted 60-90 minutes, and were conducted while children 

were not present to avoid distraction and bias. Interviews covered a wide range of topics, including family and 

tribal history, living challenges, food access/utilization/production, recognition of nutrition problems, perceptions 

of WVT, perceptions of and participation in the Community Kitchens, willingness to provide produce, frequently 

used channels of communication, and more. Rather than using a structured pre-designed survey tool, interviews 

followed an outline of topics, and they allowed for new questions to develop as more information was uncovered 

over the course of the research period. 

Appleseed 13 11

WVT 60-90

進 /

/ WVT

 

Additional Interviews  

The research team also conducted other interviews to gain unique perspectives with the village chief, mayor, 

project coordinator, school principal, and one small group of individuals not affiliated with the children of the 

community. Many of the children themselves were also interviewed informally, providing direct insights that 

caretakers were sometimes unable or unwilling to provide.  

 

Focus Group  

To gain perspectives of the Community Kitchen chefs (women WVT trained to become licensed chefs) the 

Appleseed team held a 90-minute focus group with four of them on December 8, 2016. Two chefs who were also 

trained were unavailable. Following standard focus group protocols, one researcher facilitated while the other 

took notes. Participants were not told about the subject matter beforehand, and an audio recording was made 

to enable later review. Subjects covered included the training program, reasons for initial and continuing 

participation, ingredient procurement, opinions about the Community Kitchen and feasibility of self-sustainability. 

Researchers used an outline with rules, themes, and questions to guide the discussion. The outline can be found 

in the Appendix.  
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Appleseed 2016 12 8 90

 

Growth Data  

WVT provided basic data for children involved in their programs (18 of 36 children). This included names, grade 

level, height, and weight. This data was collected in September 2016 and can be found in the Appendix. During 

the week of December 5, 2016, Appleseed researchers also collected height and age data from the majority of 

children participating in the Community Kitchens (22 of 36 children). Weight data was not gathered.  

WVT 36 18 2016

9 2016 12 5 Appleseed 研

36 22  

Research Limitations  

The following research limitations should be taken into account before applying any findings and conclusions to 

programs. First, there was no quantitative element of the interviews, and the interviews were not exactly the 

same across participants. The research team did this deliberately, placing more emphasis on developing a deep 

understanding than on statistical rigor. Also, the sample set was not randomized - there were few enough 

children, households, and program-involved persons that nearly every perspective was considered. This implies 

wide coverage, but also the understanding that individual opinions carry significant weight.  

Kiwit Village is representative of many remote, mostly indigenous communities of Taiwan in many ways. However, 

it is important to make clear that Kiwit Village is a culturally diverse village that has a mix of people (Indigenous, 

Taiwanese, Hakka), indigenous tribes (approximately 80% Amis, 20% Bunun), and religions (Christian, Catholic, 

Buddhist). Culture varies widely by race, tribe, and religion, so select findings must only be applied to other 

Taiwanese villages with care and understanding. To assume that all findings, and therefore all tactics, can be 

effectively applied to all primarily indigenous villages would be a drastic mistake, working against the core 

principles of CBSM methodology for effective behavior change and community development. Doing this 

carelessly in a new program would likely create inefficiencies and loss of effectiveness, and possibly cause harm 

to the intended beneficiaries.  

研
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80% 20%

CBSM
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Observations and Findings 觀察及發現 

This section presents the information collected. Here, researchers attempt to only give the facts, saving any 

interpretation for the Analysis section. The information is organized into several topic categories, focusing on 

community members’ knowledge, attitudes, and practices for each topic. In reality these topics are very much 

interwoven and therefore should be understood with relation to one another.  

 

Kiwit Village  

Location & History  

Kiwit Village is located in Ruisui Township in Hualien County, set amongst mountains in a valley along the 

Xiuguluan River. 

Kiwit Village was first settled by the Amis over 100 years ago, when Amis who lived in Hualien’s Fengbin Township 

moved to the mountains above Kiwit’s current location. During the Japanese occupation of Taiwan (1895-1945), 

the Amis were forced down to a lower elevation and the current location of Kiwit Village. Approximately 50 years 

ago, members of the Bunun tribe, coming from the west in search for better hunting grounds, also began to settle 

in Kiwit.  

Hunting is no longer the Bunun’s primary way of life in Kiwit, due to overhunting and government restrictions. 

Previously spread throughout the nearby mountains, Bunun families, have moved closer to the town center in 

recent decades to allow their children to attend school. Still, they live on the outskirts of the village, are poorer, 

and are in some ways second-class citizens. Bununs, having no land of their own due to their later settlement, 

rent land from Amis and pay 30% of their harvest. Also, they sometimes work for others in the village as laborers. 

Despite the geographical, economic, and cultural separation between people of the two tribes, researchers found 

there to be no rivalry or animosity between them. 

Due to its location between two mountain ranges, Kiwit has always been difficult to access, resulting in slower 

modernization and greater preservation of traditional culture compared to other villages in Taiwan. For example, 

electricity was first made available in 1964, and phone lines were not available until 1992. Inaccessible by road 

until 1987, Kiwit can now be reached by County Highway 64, also known as Ruigang Road, which links central 

Ruisui Township to the Pacific coast. However, access to Kiwit is still a challenge, as Highway 64 is narrow and 

winding, with sections often closed off due to rock slides and road deterioration, particularly during typhoon 

season each year. A typical drive to central Ruisui (the nearest location for banks, markets, restaurants) takes 40-

50 minutes, and there is no public transportation. There is one government-run school in the village, which offers 

kindergarten and elementary school. 
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1895-1945

50  

30%

 

1964 1992 1987

64 64

40-50  

Population  

According to village leaders, there are 80 households in Kiwit, with only 50 to 60 currently occupied. Of these 

households, 12 households are Bu nun households, 2 are Hakka, and 1 is Hokkien (Minnan), with the remaining 

majority being Amis households. Most households are “missing” family members who are working or attending 

in school in bigger towns and cities, namely Ruisui, Hualien, and Taipei. The village population doubles during 

major holidays each year, such as Chinese New Year (Spring Festival) and Amis Harvest Festival (in August), when 

these out-of-town family members return home.  

50-60 12 2 1

 

Way of Life  

Kiwit life is agrarian. Most jobs and income come from agriculture, and both men and women farm. Major cash 

crops include squash, pumpkin, peanuts, betel nut. Roselle (洛神花) is a crop that was introduced only two years 

ago. Most families have personal vegetable gardens as well, growing cabbage, squash, leaf mustard, and corn 

(used for animal feed). In addition, many families raise chickens, ducks, or geese. A minority of families also raise 

pigs or cows. 

Additional income for Kiwit members includes temporary day labor and jobs in the tourism industry. The Kiwit 

Cultural Museum employs a few community members in running the museum, teaching cultural activities, and 

leading tours. However, the tourism industry is not consistent year round, and is not a primary source of income 

for those employed in this industry. 

 While many families have hot water in their homes, some still gather firewood to boil water and keep warm. Few 

households have air conditioning units or heaters. 
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Main areas of congregation include the Kiwit Community Center and the 3 churches: Christian attended by Amis, 

Catholic, and Christian attended by Bunun. Impromptu gatherings also occur next to the village’s convenience 

stores. Children, when not in school, congregate at either the village chief’s home or at the Kiwit Presbyterian 

Church that hosts the Community Kitchen. 

in  

 

 

 

Family and Living Situations of Children  

There are currently 36 children in Kiwit Village. All the children are younger than 15 years old, as children who 

reach high school age attend school and live outside of Kiwit. Of these 36 children, 2 are below school age, 26 are 

in elementary school (kindergarten-6th grade), and 8 are in junior high school (7th-9th grade). These children live 

in 13 different households. 

Of these 13 households who have children at home, grandparents are the primary caretakers for the children in 

7 households, and parent(s) are the primary caretakers in 6 households. In grandparent-led households, the 

degree of involvement of parents is variable. For example, in some families, the parents return home at least 

once a week. In others, parents are away year-round, returning only for major holidays. Grandparents are still 

involved in the care of the child in 3 of the 6 families where parents are the primary caretakers.  

36 15 2 26 (

) 8 ( ) 13  

13 7 6

6 3  

Food Sources, Access, and Habits  

Kiwit must be a self-sustaining village, because of the frequent threat of sudden road closures due rock slides or 

weather problems. All families grow and/or raise the majority of their own food. As stated above, most families 

grow their own vegetables and raise animals. Several families will also fish and catch crawfish to supplement 

their meals.  
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There are no grocery stores, restaurants, or cafes in Kiwit. There are 4 small, family run convenience stores (

) that sell basic food items. These stores are limited to nonperishable items, such as processed snacks, ramen, 

candy, and canned or bottled drinks. 

A typical family supplies its own vegetables and eggs and purchases rice, noodles, dairy products, and meat from 

Ruisui Township every 1-2 weeks. During times of low harvest, they also purchase vegetables and fruit from Ruisui, 

and may increase the frequency of their shopping trips.  

Meals eaten at home are usually prepared by oldest female in the house. While children do not typically prepare 

meals at home, they do have some basic cooking ability. All children above age 7 were able to make rice on their 

own. Most children 10 and above are also able to fry or poach eggs. Most children in junior high school are able 

to make a few simple dishes, such as stir-fried vegetables or fried rice. Still, having to prepare food is a high 

barrier for children to eat a meal, even when they know how to do it. 

 

:  

 

7

10

 

Typical Diet of Children  

With regards to meal consistency, of the 3 major meals, children were most likely to skip breakfast. Also, most 

children who did eat breakfast did not eat a healthy or balanced breakfast. Of the 11 households that researchers 

observed closely, there were children from at least two families who consistently skipped dinner (when no dinner 

was available from the Community Kitchen). These same children also consistently skipped lunch during the 

weekends. Instead of these regular meals, they visited convenience stores to buy snacks when they were hungry. 

Children from other households did eat lunch and dinner more consistently. 

The following sections describe the typical content of a child’s food intake over the course of a day. There is a 

drastic difference between what children eat on school days vs. typical weekends. Children are allowed to take 

food home from school when there are leftovers from lunch, but researchers noticed a slight stigma associated 

with doing so. 

11
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Breakfast  

Most children are responsible for their own breakfast, and most either skip it entirely, or eat breakfast 

“on the go,” eating things bought at the local convenience store, typically a piece of packaged bread and 

a juice box. Less than half of children eat a breakfast prepared by their caretakers at home, which 

typically consists of porridge, eggs, or leftovers from dinner night before. 

 

Morning snack  

All kindergarteners receive a morning snack at school, which typically consists of bread, rice, porridge, 

or dumplings. Elementary school students did not report receiving any snacks at school, but did report 

receiving milk 2 or 3 times per week.  

 

Lunch  

During the school week, all public elementary and junior high schools in Hualien County provide 

“Nutritious Lunches” ( ) free of charge to all students. In Kiwit Elementary School, a cook prepares 

the lunch onsite for kindergarteners. A government delivery truck transports lunch from Ruisui each day, 

for all elementary and junior high other students. Menus are standardized county-wide, designed by a 

nutritionist to provide a balance of carbohydrates, protein, and fat. A typical lunch consists of rice, one 

meat/protein dish, one vegetable dish, and one soup. Once a week there is a “special” lunch, which may 

be something like noodles, chow mein, spaghetti, or wraps. Hualien is the only county in Taiwan that 

provides free lunches to all students, and all menus are available for review on the county’s website: 

http://lunch.hlc.edu.tw/. On weekends, children and their families are responsible for their own lunches 

(some skip lunch and substitute with snacks.) Lunch is served in a buffet-style line, where older children 

serve younger children, ensuring all bowls contain food from all food groups. Then, children eat, and 

teachers monitor to ensure they finish their food before getting up from lunch. This ensures that children 

eat a diverse diet and a sufficient quantity. Also, children are allowed to take leftover food home if they 

wish. 

/

http://lunch.hlc.edu.tw/
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Afternoon snack  

On school days, all kindergarteners receive an afternoon snack, such as crackers, fruit, bread, or milk. 

Elementary and junior high school children did not report receiving any afternoon snacks at school, other 

than for special occasions. However, many visit the convenience store after school for a snack. Children 

frequently buy ramen (eaten straight from the bag), crackers, chips, packaged cakes or pastries, and 

candy. Children sometimes buy a sugary drink to accompany their snack, which is usually a concentrated 

fruit juice, “fruit milk,” or milk tea. These purchases are confirmed by direct observation as well as from 

speaking with convenience shop owners. Soda is not typically available, and children rarely purchase 

water to drink (researchers only noticed this on one occasion in two weeks). 

 

Dinner  

Beginning in April 2016, 7 months before this research commenced, the Community Kitchen began 

offering meals to all children in the village 3-4 nights a week (currently Tuesday, Wednesday, and 

Thursday). Roughly 10 to 20 children attend these meals. The program will be described in more detail 

in the next major section. Unless children skip dinner, which sometimes happens when caretakers come 

home late, they eat at home for all other dinners: four nights a week or on nights they do not attend the 

Community Kitchen. A typical dinner at home consists of rice, vegetables, soup, and either chicken, egg, 

or fish. Sometimes pork is eaten; beef is eaten less frequently. Rice is usually the largest calorie source. 

2016

 

Nutrition Knowledge  

Despite attending classes on healthy eating in their school curriculum, children displayed virtually no knowledge 

about which foods were nutritious and which ones are not.  

No caretakers demonstrated a working knowledge of macronutrients (carbohydrates, fats, and protein). When 

asked what was nutritious for children, all caretakers agreed that the single most important was for the children 
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to “get full.” Typical of Taiwanese and Chinese culture, many members of the community greet each other with 

the question “have you eaten yet?” Having eaten is important; what exactly is eaten is not. A few cited milk and 

meat as being important for children to eat, but they did not know what an appropriate amount would be. Many 

complained that children were too picky about their food. 

Community Kitchen chefs defined “healthy eating” to consist of eating three meals consistently per day, with a 

special emphasis on the importance of eating breakfast. They also stated that eating a diverse variety of foods 

and eating meat/fish were healthy. 

 

 

Status of Child Malnutrition in Kiwit Village  

Status of child malnutrition is assessed based on actual susceptibility and severity, as well as recognition by 

members of the community. 

 

Susceptibility to Child Malnutrition  

The children in Kiwit Village have a higher susceptibility to malnutrition compared to other children in Taiwan due 

to lower socioeconomic status, few fresh food options besides what villagers grow themselves, and caretakers 

having less ability to provide nutritious meals. Children who are responsible for procuring their own meals due 

to caretaker absence during mealtimes are especially susceptible. 

 

Severity of Child Malnutrition  

The underprivileged children served by World Vision Taiwan have a higher prevalence of being underweight than 

the national average for Taiwan. According to data provided by World Vision Taiwan, 15% of the elementary 

school aged children served by World Vision Taiwan have a problem with being underweight, compared to the 

national average of 9.4% (see Appendix).  

In a recent study of elementary schoolchildren in Taiwan, the prevalence of overweight is 15%, and the prevalence 

of obesity is 12% (Chu 2007). The combined rate of overweight and obesity of children in World Vision Taiwan’s 

programs is similar, at 25%. 
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According to growth data provided by Kiwit Elementary school, the children of Kiwit have comparable or lower 

rates of underweight, overweight, and obesity compared to other children in Taiwan. Of the 18 children in grades 

1-6, 1 child is underweight (5.6%), 1 child is overweight (5.6%), and 3 are obese (16.7%). No children are stunted. 

These results were confirmed by Appleseed researchers.  

15% ( ) 9.4% X  

15% 12%(Chu 2007)

25%  

18 1 5.6% 1 5.6% 3 16.7%

Appleseed  

Recognition of Child Malnutrition  

None of the caretakers interviewed believed children were at risk for nutrition problems in Kiwit, and none 

thought there were any nutrition problems in their own family. When asked, most recalled their own difficult past, 

when times were even harder and hunger even more prevalent. They answered by saying times now are much 

better - that children now have it good by comparison. 

The Community Kitchen Chefs did believe there was a nutrition problem in Kiwit, citing inconsistent meals for the 

poorer families in town. One chef also noted that many meals at home may not have that much nutrition content, 

as a typical meal consisting of rice and a soup may not have substantial ingredients in it. Like the parents in the 

community, none of the chefs believed there were any nutrition problems in their own family. 

 

 

Channels of Communication  

Like most small communities, the fastest and most often used channel of communication is word-of-mouth, 

person-to-person. Specific places to find multiple people at one place would be convenience stores, and the 

churches on Sundays. Announcements are also made via megaphone in central areas of the village (ie: by the 

largest convenience store). 
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All families have access to either a landline or a cell phone. A few of the middle aged caretakers have access to 

the internet or internet-based phone communication apps, such as Line (the messaging application). Few people 

listen to the radio, though people do watch TV, typically national news channels. 

Schoolteachers may be an effective way to communicate announcements with children, but they do not typically 

interact with the parents in the community. None of the teachers live locally, and parents rarely ever visit the 

school, other than parents of kindergarteners picking them up and other parents visiting when the school holds 

events. There is general concern for how consistently children relay information from their teachers to their 

caretakers. 

 

Line

 

 

World Vision Taiwan and the Community Kitchen

 

The Community Kitchen Program in Kiwit has consisted of three parts thus far: 1) the Chef Training Program, 2) 

After School Program, and 3) Community Kitchen Dinners. For the purpose of this report, the Chef Training 

Program refers to the training of caretakers to become licensed chefs, the After School Program refers to the 

time children spend at the Community Kitchen site before dinner, and Community Kitchen Dinners refers to the 

actual meal times of the program. This section describes the community’s perceptions of WVT, the three parts of 

the Community Kitchen in detail, and also the community’s perceptions of each part. 

1) , 2) , 3)

 

Community Perceptions of World Vision Taiwan  

While caretakers in nearly every household hold a positive perception of WVT, there is some confusion about the 

nature of World Vision’s work in Kiwit. Most of the community associate World Vision with child sponsorships 

only. Another misconception is the belief that World Vision would only help children if they were Christian. In 

general, the community has difficulty separating World Vision programs from Kiwit Presbyterian Church 

programs because they are located in the same place, and often staffed by the same people. Multiple 

respondents, even some who held positive perceptions of WVT, reported that there exists favoritism and subtle 

rivalries between members of different churches, and that WVT’s affiliation with the Kiwit Presbyterian Church 

makes them biased towards Christians and Christian teachings, which not everyone agrees with. 
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Caretakers from two households expressed some disappointment from not receiving other forms of help they 

desired from WVT. While that may be more due to them having the wrong expectations, it still contributed to 

their negative perception of the organization. 

Overall, World Vision is a very well-known name in Kiwit, and nearly every family has a good impression of the 

organization. Most families have had (or currently have) children sponsored by World Vision Taiwan, and they 

are grateful to World Vision for the support. They are especially appreciative that a big organization would come 

to a small place (小地方) like Kiwit.  

 

 

 

Chef Training Program  

The Chef Training Program trains local caretakers to become qualified chefs, to the level of being able to obtain 

a National Level C Professional Chef License. The stated goals of this Training Program are to 1) improve the 

quality of food provided at home by increasing the nutritional knowledge and cooking skills of caretakers, and 2) 

increase employment opportunities for caretakers that then obtain the chef licenses.  

1)

2)  

Recruitment and Retention  

Promotion and recruitment for the Chef Training Program in Kiwit began in September 2015, with a tribal 

meeting held at the Kiwit Community Center. There were many people interested in the training program 

in the initial stages. The most common reason for participating was the hope of increased job 

opportunities that would result from obtaining a chef license. The second most common reason was the 

ability to cook better for their own families. At the time, participants were not aware that they would be 

asked to cook for the children in Kiwit as part of the Community Kitchen Program. 

Of the 20 people who began the Chef Training Program, 13 people dropped out of the course, most of 

them shortly after beginning. Reasons for quitting were 1) fear of failure, especially if they thought they 

weren’t going to use a chef license anyways; 2) pressure of having to take the licensure examination, 
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even though they enjoyed the cooking instruction; 3) scheduling conflicts; 4) feeling bored with the initial 

classes that did not involve hands-on cooking (ie. sanitation training). 

2015 9

 

20 13 1)

2) 3)

4)  

Community Kitchen Construction  

Construction of the Community Kitchen began in September 2015 at the Kiwit Presbyterian Church. 

According to church members, the church had been raising money to build a kitchen for their 

congregation since 2013, so the additional funding and support from World Vision Taiwan was a true 

blessing. 

2015  9 2013

 

Family Life Management Classes  

The Chef Training Program began its first classes in October 2015. The program began with a “Family 

Life Management” series, which consisted of 4 lecture-based classes covering 1) beginning of childhood 

reading; 2) growth and development of children; 3) home safety and drug safety; and 4) how to prepare 

nutritious food. There were a total of 51 unique participants, including children. The most popular 

session was “growth and development of children,” which included a pediatrician and nutritionist as 

guest speakers. According to chefs who completed the Chef Training Program, the most people dropped 

out of the program during this stage. Most people dropped out because they lost interest due to the 

hands-off nature of the classes. Some caretakers also had scheduling conflicts with the classes. 

2015 10 1)

2) 3) 4) 51

 

Cooking Classes  

Cooking classes began in January 2016, and continued through June 2016. Twenty people began the 

training program, with seven people completing the training program and taking the examination to 

receive the National Level C Chef License. Classes were held in the Community Kitchen in Kiwit 

Presbyterian Church on Saturdays with a professional instructor who commuted into Kiwit. In each class, 
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the instructor would teach six dishes. First, the instructor would demonstrate how to cook each dish. 

Then, each student chef would prepare the ingredients for one dish. Finally, each chef would “fire” (cook) 

their dish, while the other chefs observed.   

The chefs agreed that the format for the cooking classes worked well. While it would have been helpful 

to be able to learn all the material at once (in consecutive days), being able to take the course on 

Saturdays was more important for them, because many of them have work obligations during weekdays. 

It was also vital that they were able to take the course in Kiwit village; all chefs felt like it would have been 

impossible for them to complete the course if they had to travel outside of the village.  

The chefs thought the instructor’s teaching methods were excellent. They felt like he explained things 

very clearly during his demonstration, and enjoyed being able to practice cooking with the instructor 

present. The chefs also learned a lot from each other, and enjoyed the communal atmosphere of 

learning and practicing together. The chefs unanimously agreed that the most rewarding part of the 

cooking course was seeing their own progress in knife skills (刀功). They were excited to see steady 

improvements in the speed, consistency, and fineness of their knife cuts. 

2016 1 6 20 7

 

 

 

Licensure Exam Preparation and Testing  

All chefs who took and passed the licensure exam dedicated significant study and practice time outside 

of formal class time in order to prepare for the exam. One chef bought 5000 NTD worth of carrots in one 

month in order to practice cutting and creating garnishes for the exam. All chefs were concerned about 

the written portion of the exam, as this was tested on a computer and none of the chefs had previous 

experience with using computers. One chef even borrowed a laptop from a family member in order to 

practice using a mouse. All chefs reported extensive self-studying using textbooks. They also 

communicated with their instructor via phone or LINE to ask questions, and practiced making certain 

dishes for family members.  

Six of the seven chefs who underwent training ended up passing the examination. Having gone through 

this intensive preparation and succeeding was a tremendous source of pride for the chefs. They 

remember the effort fondly, and are very proud of themselves and each other for succeeding. 
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Line  
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After School Program  

The After School Program first began in Kiwit at Kiwit Presbyterian Church in 2012, with the church providing a 

small study area for the community. In 2015, as part of the Community Kitchen’s construction, a new annex was 

added to the church, the study area was expanded, and a new children’s library was established. Both areas are 

open for students during the current After School Program. In October 2016, the After School Program was 

combined with the Community Kitchen Dinners Program. 

2012 2015

2016

 

Timing  

The After School Program is held three days of the week, before Community Kitchen dinners. While the 

official start time of the After School Program is 5pm, children arrive at the church between 4pm and 

5:30pm, depending on when they get out of school. The After School Program concludes when dinner is 

served, which is typically at 6pm. Currently, two days of the week, junior high school students stay late 

at school for an English class, and do not attend the After School Program at all.  

5 4 5

6  

Attendees  

There are typically between 6 and 14 children at any time, and children range in age from 4 years old to 

14 years old. There is only one adult, the coordinator, present. 

6 14 4 14  

Homework  

All children understand that they should complete their homework at the After School Program, but 

there is some variability regarding whether that happens or not. Younger children, especially 

kindergarteners, do not typically have homework, and immediately begin playing. This is a big source of 

distraction for older children who are trying to complete their homework. Also, some children go home 

before attending the After School Program, and leave their backpacks (and homework) at home. Because 
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children know they can begin playing as soon as they finish their homework, many rush through their 

homework, especially if other children have already completed theirs. Finally, younger children often ask 

older children for help on their homework, which often results in the older children giving the younger 

children answers. Because there is only one adult coordinator, it is very difficult to help and monitor all 

children’s homework load and progress. 

When there are less than six children present, the coordinator is able to sit down and work with 

individual children, ensuring that they complete their homework and understand the material. This 

becomes increasingly difficult with more children, and is virtually impossible when there are more than 

10 children present. 

 

6

10  

Other Activities  

Currently, there are no formal activities outside of homework help offered at the After School Program. 

Younger children (4th grade and below) typically play active games that involve running and chasing, 

such as 1-2-3 Wooden Man (1-2-3 木頭人) or hide-and-seek. Older children (5th grade and above) typically 

play with cell phones (there are 3 students with personal cell phones), talk, or play card games. A small 

minority of children will read or draw, typically only when encouraged to do so by the coordinator.  

123 3

 

Coordinator Perspective of After School Program  

The coordinator for the After School Program has lived in Kiwit for 18 years, and has been working with 

the program since it first started in 2012. She is an active and involved member of the community and 

is a mother of 4 children who have all grown up in Kiwit. She has known many of the children in the 

program since they were born. 

The coordinator works in the After School Program because she is passionate about helping children 

and providing them with a safe place to be. Her concerns with the After School Program are that there 

is not enough structure, and there are often too many children for her to manage alone. She would like 

to change the culture of the After School Program to be a place of learning, and not just a homework 

place or playground. She has thought about setting a long term schedule for the children, but is unsure 

how to go about it. She has not received any formal teacher training but is eager to learn more about 
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teaching and developing activities for children. She has encouraged and asked different caretakers in 

the community to volunteer in the After School Program but has not received much interest. Often, she 

goes far above and beyond her duties, helping chefs in the kitchen and staying very late to clean up or 

put things back in order after the children leave. 

18 2012

 

 

Community Perception of After School Program  

Caretakers interviewed by the researchers disagreed on the usefulness of the After School Program. For 

some, it is very helpful: caretakers that work “formal” jobs are not able to return home until 5:30pm or 

later, so the After School Program provides their children with a safe place to go until their caretakers 

return. For caretakers who work primarily in local agriculture, the After School Program was not as 

beneficial, because they could look after their children themselves. These caretakers expressed concerns 

that sometimes children returned home without having finished their homework, and then had to work 

on it late at night. They were also concerned that other children would negatively influence their children. 

One grandmother said, “It’s easy for children to learn to be bad from other children, but hard to learn to 

be good.” Another grandmother simply did not allow her grandchildren to attend the After School 

Program because she felt like some of the other children were “impolite.” Others held similar concerns. 

Every caretaker interviewed agreed that the After School Program would benefit from having a formal 

learning program or activity. There were requests for a cram classes/examination preparation (補習班) 

teacher, a piano teacher, singing lessons, and Amis language lessons. Caretakers felt like if their children 

were spending time somewhere, they should be gaining some knowledge or skill that could benefit them 

in the long term. When asked if there were local experts who could help provide this type of training, 

caretakers stated that it would be more realistic to invite someone from outside of Kiwit, as locals either 

do not have the expertise or do not have the time. 

None of the caretakers interviewed were interested in participating themselves in the After School 

Program. The caretakers that benefit most from the After School Program are the ones who work late, 

and are physically unable to participate in the program. Others return from the fields in the afternoon 

but continue working at home, gardening and caring for their animals. Most caretakers have other family 

members at home to prepare dinner for. Several expressed that after returning home after a long day, 

they are too tired to leave home again. 
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5:30PM

 

 

 

Community Kitchen Dinners  

The Community Kitchen Dinners program currently consists of 16 dinners per month, served 3-4 times per week, 

from Monday to Thursday. These dinners are geared towards the children of the community, but their caretakers 

and family members are welcome as well.  

16 3 4

 

Staffing  

Meals are prepared by a rotation of six chefs. Five were trained and received their chef license through 

the Chef Training Program. One chef was previously licensed and also works at Kiwit Elementary School, 

preparing the Nutritious Lunches ( ) for the kindergarteners. There have been no problems with 

staffing thus far. Chefs are satisfied with the number of shifts they are working, and there have been no 

problems with filling the shifts (getting enough people to work). Chefs are also happy to help each other 

cover shifts for each other if anything unexpected arises. 

Chefs are paid 480NTD for each shift, 120NTD per hour for 4 hours. Typically, the chefs spend 2-3 hours 

procuring ingredients, 1-2 hours preparing dinner, and 30 minutes to 1 hour cleaning up. They agree 

that their salary is fair, even though sometimes they work more than 4 hours. For them, their role in 

helping the children is more important than the salary. However, they also agree that it would be difficult 

to keep the program sustained without financial support from World Vision Taiwan. 
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480 120 2 3 1 2

30 1

 

Meal Ingredients  

Because Kiwit does not have a grocery store or market, the most time consuming and difficult part of 

meal preparation is procuring the ingredients. All ingredients are procured on the same day as the 

dinner is served, and most ingredients are obtained in Ruisui. First, the chefs will check to see if there 

are any leftover supplies in the Community Kitchen. They then make a plan for what they need, and 

figure out a way to obtain ingredients from Ruisui. If possible, they will ask a family member or friend 

who is already going to Ruisui to pick up ingredients for them. If this option is not available, they will 

make the trip themselves, which usually takes 2-3 hours.  

Occasionally, the chefs will use their own supplies from their own homes in preparing the Community 

Kitchen Dinner. Most commonly used ingredients are Chinese leek (韭菜) and bamboo shoots (竹筍). 

Rarely, chefs have used their own chickens in the Community Kitchen Dinners. They have never sought 

reimbursement for these supplies and see it as a donation to help the children. They feel that receiving 

pay for these small contributions would be shameful. 

Chefs did express interest in sourcing more ingredients locally. They did not believe that the community 

would donate enough produce to support the Community Kitchen Dinners, but thought purchasing 

produce from community members could be a possibility. However, they mentioned that Kiwit is 

currently not set up for farmers to sell produce directly to consumers. Most farmers plant enough crops 

to fulfill a previously decided quota with a produce buyer, and plant a predetermined additional amount 

for themselves. Most do not have enough leftover crops to sell consistently, though neighbors do tend 

to share crops with each other if there are extras. Also, while there is such a thing as “farmer receipts,” 

no one in Kiwit has used them before, so chefs are unsure how they would be reimbursed for purchasing 

ingredients from local farmers. 

 2 3  
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Meal Content & Nutrition  

Chefs typically prepare 1 soup and 3-4 dishes, to be served with rice. There are usually 1 or 2 vegetable 

dishes, and 1 or 2 dishes with eggs, meat, tofu, or fish. One chef also prepared rice noodles ( ) with 

vegetables, mushrooms, and meat already mixed in. During the research period of 2 weeks, the most 

commonly prepared vegetables were green beans and cabbage. The most commonly prepared meats 

were pork fat ( ) and processed meats in the form of beef meatballs, pork meatballs, or fish balls. 

Chicken and fish were also prepared at least once per week. Chefs state that they try to make their meals 

healthier, by making sure there are many colors, and there is a balance of vegetables and meat. 

3 4 1 1  2 1 2

 

Timing  

Dinner is scheduled to be served at 6pm. Currently, on two days of the week, there are two “servings” of 

dinner, one at 6:00 pm at 7:00 pm. The later serving is to accommodate junior high school students who 

return late from school. Children typically finish eating within 20 minutes after dinner is served, but stay 

later to converse and play with their friends. Children were observed to leave any time between 7:00 pm 

and 8:30 pm, sometimes with the urging of the coordinator as 8:00 pm approached. 

6 6 7 7

20 7

8 8  

Attendees  

There are typically between 8 and 14 children in attendance, and children’s ages range from 4 years old 

to 14 years old. There are two adults present, the coordinator and chef. On a few occasions, the husband 

of the chef also came to eat dinner.  

8 14 4 14
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Eating Meals  

Dinner is served family style, with prepared dishes placed in the middle of the table. There are typically 

two tables, with younger children (4th grade and below) sitting at one table and older children (5th grade 

and above) sitting at the other. Seating is in no order and is decided by the children. 

Children are responsible for washing their hands, picking up their bowl and utensils, and scooping their 

own rice before sitting down at the table. Most children wash their hands quickly, and no soap was 

available at the sink for the first week of research. Children begin eating after saying grace together. 

Eating is free-for-all. Some older siblings will make sure that their younger siblings have enough food; 

otherwise, it is up to each child to serve himself or herself. 

While the meal served on the table may be a balanced meal, most children do not eat a balanced meal. 

On close observation of individual children, many children either 1) eat plain white rice with soup; 2) only 

take food from the dish closest to them; or 3) only eat the dishes they like. Children who are younger or 

more shy do not help themselves to seconds or reach for dishes on the other side of the table. Children 

who are picky tend to either avoid certain vegetables or meat. Occasionally, the chef or coordinator will 

attempt put some vegetables in everyone’s bowl, but it is still difficult to ensure that everyone has eaten 

their vegetables, as some children may move around or put their vegetables in another child’s bowl. The 

children did have a “favorite chef,” and ate all the vegetables served, and even fought over getting 

seconds of a chicken dish whenever she was the cook. 

 

 

1)

2) 3)

 

After Meals  

After finishing their meal, children get up as they wish. They know to rinse their bowls and utensils and 

put them away, but do not have a clear structure after that. They may or may not put away their chairs 

or help clean and take down the tables. Usually, they run off to play unless they are called back by the 

chef or coordinator to clean up. Afterwards, some children walk home immediately, but most hang 

around, playing games or talking. There is no clear signal to end each session, so most children slowly 

trickle home or stay until the coordinator asks them to leave. It is dark by the time they leave, and it is 

not exactly known if children always go straight home after leaving the Community Kitchen. 
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Community Perceptions of Community Kitchen  

Most caretakers interviewed had a positive overall perception of the Community Kitchen Dinners, because they 

appreciate that World Vision is helping their children. Also there is some confusion and concerns that could lead 

to community members having a slightly different perception than intended. This section will cover all sides. 

 

General Confusion with Name and Church Affiliation  

There is some confusion with the name and source of the program. When asked about the Bu Luo Chu 

Fang (Community Kitchen), many did not know what it was. Most people identified the Community 

Kitchen as “dinners at the church.” Although some Community Kitchen events have been held at the 

Kiwit Community Center, and the coordinator has explained that the Community Kitchen does not have 

a specific religious affiliation, there is still a misperception that the Community Kitchen is run by the Kiwit 

Presbyterian Church. Some caretakers expressed concern that their children would be influenced by the 

church. One family hoped that the program would be less “pushy” about religion, but still sent their 

children to the program. Only one family refused to participate, citing different religious affiliation as a 

core reason. 

 

Some Benefitting from Relief  

Like with the After School Program, perceptions about the usefulness of the Community Kitchen Dinners 

differed. Much depended on caretakers’ work schedules and their level of involvement with children. 

Caretakers who work late state that the Community Kitchen Dinners provide a sense of relief for them. 

They don’t have to rush home from work or worry about what their children are eating. Their children 

have to fend for themselves or eat late if they don’t have a Community Kitchen Dinner available. One 

mother noted that even though she returns home late from work, she still prepares dinner, usually 

eating around 8:00 pm. Her children are used to eating with her, so they will eat a second dinner with 

her on the days there are Community Kitchen Dinners. 
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Some Not Seeing the Benefit  

Caretakers at a few households, whose children attend Community Kitchen regularly for dinner, do not 

believe the children would have any difficulty getting an adequate dinner at home. Upon closer 

questioning and observation, it did seem that these households had the ability, desire, and access to 

fresh and diverse ingredients to provide their children with dinner on a nightly basis. 

 

 

 

Some have Preference for Families Eating Together  

Caretakers who are more involved or work close to home are concerned that their children are spending 

so much time away from home. One sentiment is that dinner time is family time, and so children eating 

away from home is hurting family relationships. Another sentiment is that the caretaker still needs to 

prepare dinner for other family members, so the Community Kitchen Dinners do not save them any 

work. These caretakers still send their children to the Community Kitchen Dinners because the children 

enjoy the food and being with their friends, and to conform with other families who allow their children 

to go. However, because most caretakers have not eaten at the Community Kitchen themselves, they 

could not speak to if the food was “better” than the food at home. 

 

All Desire for Children to Come Home Earlier  

The most common issue that caretakers had with the Community Kitchen Dinners is that their children 

return home too late. Many caretakers believe 8:00 pm is too late for children to be arriving at home. 

Most caretakers want their children home by 7:00 pm to allow ample time to bathe, get ready for bed, 

and prepare for school. In addition, most caretakers sleep early, due to both age and working in 

agriculture, and some are already in bed by the time the children come home. 
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Currently No Caretakers have Interest in Participating  

The feasibility of making changes to enable future participation will be explored in the Analysis section. 

For now, caretakers interviewed are not interested in attending the Community Kitchen Dinners. They 

thought that “the food is for the children.” They also mentioned having other family members at home 

to prepare food for and eat with. Like with the After School Program, they often did not want to leave 

the house after returning from work.  

 

Caretakers Willing to Consider Providing Produce  

All caretakers agreed that local produce grown in Kiwit is better than food from outside, but were 

hesitant to donate crops to the Community Kitchen. Some did agree to donate crops if every other family 

in the program did as well. In addition, some caretakers expressed interest in selling crops to the chefs 

to use in the Community Kitchen Dinners. 

 

Children Love the Community Kitchens  

From the children’s perspective, they really enjoy both the After School Program and Community Kitchen 

Dinners. It provides them a safe space to hang out with their friends, have access to desks and books, 

and also receive a good meal consistently. The children are able to eat a greater variety of food at the 

Community Kitchen enjoying the food and the mealtime. Perhaps most importantly, the Community 

Kitchen gives them a place where they feel loved and accepted. On many days when Community Kitchen 

sessions were not held, children still wanted to be at the church, or would ask if they could go there. 
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Analysis 分析 

Effects of the Current Program  

This section analyzes observations and findings to determine the program’s current status in meeting World 

Vision Taiwan’s original objectives for the Community Kitchen Program: 

 

Audience  WVT Objectives  

Community 

 

1. Strengthen the health awareness 

2. Increase residents’ participation 

 

1.  

2.  

Families 

 

3. Increase primary caregivers’ knowledge and ability 

in nutrition and health care 

4. Train the parents in the communities to increase 

their cooking skill and get the national license 

 

3.  

4.  

Children 

 

5. Children receive sufficient food 

6. Increase nutritious knowledge and ability. 

7. Train the senior students to do easy cooking 

8. Stature improvement 

 

5.  

6.  

7.  

8.  

 

Effects on the Community  

Currently, WVT has not defined exact targets for “health awareness” and “participation.” Researchers have 

assumed basic definitions for this report. “Health awareness” is assumed to mean the majority of community 
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members have knowledge beyond basic awareness of the need for children to eat and get full ( ). 

“Participation” is assumed to mean caretakers attend Community Kitchens or help in some way).  

 

1. “Objective: Strengthen health awareness” Other than trained community chefs, caretakers have 

not demonstrated any awareness beyond basic awareness that children need to get full, so this objective 

cannot be considered to have been met. It is possible that some health awareness has increased, but 

this was not measured or observed. 

2. “Objective: Increase residents’ participation” This objective also is not being met. No residents, 

beyond those hired by WVT, are currently participating. Feasibility of increasing participations will be 

explored as part of further analysis in this section, and recommendations will be made in the Conclusions 

section. 

 

 一

 

Effects on Families  

Both of objectives for families (Increase primary caregivers’ knowledge and ability in nutrition and health care; 

Train the parents in the communities to increase their cooking skill and get the national license) have clearly been 

met, through the successful training and licensing of Community Kitchen chefs (three of whom are primary 

caregivers of children in the community). Though only limited to these three women, this is a significant 

achievement, considering they are directly responsible for eight of Kiwit’s 36 children, and indirectly through the 

kitchens, able to provide care for all the children who attend. The sections below provide recommendations for 

recruiting and retaining more chef candidates in future programs so that this success can be even further 

improved upon. 

36 8

 

Effects on Children 對兒童的影響 

WVT has not defined exact targets for “sufficient food”, “nutrition knowledge and ability”, “easy cooking”, or the 

amount of “stature improvement”. For the purposes of this report, researchers have assumed “sufficient food” 

to mean children are not skipping meals. “Nutritious knowledge and ability” is assumed to mean children know 

the amount of food and rough proportions of food groups that they should be eating each day, and that they are 

themselves able to meet those requirements. “Easy cooking” is assumed to mean students above 6th grade, able 
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to prepare a basic meal consisting of rice or noodles, vegetables, and any protein dish. “Stature improvement” is 

assumed to mean a statistical decrease in children who are underweight, overweight, or obese. 

WVT

 

1. “Objective: Children receiving sufficient food” Currently, even with the help of the Community 

Kitchen in Kiwit Village, many children are still skipping meals. The Community Kitchen ensures that 

roughly one third of the village’s children (average attendance) eat dinner four times a week. This 

leaves two-thirds who either depend on their caretakers or themselves on those nights. Also for all 

the meals outside of school and the Community Kitchen (three dinners a week, all lunches on 

weekends, and all breakfasts), several children were observed skipping meals consistently or getting 

by on snacks.  

One unintended consequence of the Community Kitchen is that some children will use it as an 

excuse to leave home to go play with other children, even on nights when dinner is not being served. 

Researchers observed two separate occasions, where the caretaker was “tricked” into believing his 

or her children were going to the Community Kitchen, when in fact there was no dinner being served, 

and the children just went to town to play with other children. Other times, it was clear that 

caretakers just assume that children are eating at the Community Kitchens more often than they 

actually were (multiple caretakers mistakenly believed that the Community Kitchens serves more 

meals each week than it really does). The result in all these cases is that children are skipping meals, 

because they are not eating at home or at Community Kitchens (with adults on both sides being 

unaware). 

2. “Objective: Increase children’s nutrition knowledge and ability” Children may have increased 

nutrition knowledge, just from getting constant reminders and questions from the coordinator or 

chef ie. “eat more vegetables!” or “you can’t just eat rice!” or “are you full?” However, there has not 

been a concerted effort to educate, monitor, or evaluate their knowledge. As far as ability is 

concerned, the majority of children are not able, on their own and on a regular basis, to consume 

enough food in the optimal proportions of food groups. At school, this is not a problem due to set 

meals being provided, and older students ensuring food from all food groups end up in the 

children’s bowls at the beginning of the meal. However, at the Community Kitchen, the ability to 

obtain balanced nutrition will continue to be difficult if children continue to eat “family style” in a 

relatively unstructured “free-for-all” setting. Also, researchers frequently observed children buying 

and eating snacks around 4:00 or 5:00 pm, before Community Kitchen dinners, which takes away 

their appetite before eating more nutritious meals. Based on constant snack-buying and meal-

skipping behaviors observed outside the school and the Community Kitchen, it is clear that children 

are lacking the ability to supply the right nutrition for themselves. 

 

3. “Objective: Train senior students to do easy cooking” It is unclear if this objective has been met 

- researchers did not ask or test the students. From casual questioning and observation, it seems 

that most older children have basic ability to prepare a simple meal. It is unclear, though, how much 

of this came through training provided by the Community Kitchen program - the only “training” that 

researchers observed was when children would sometimes randomly wander into the kitchen, and 

help the chefs out in small ways, for fun. It is important to note that even if this objective is met and 

students are “trained to do easy cooking”, there are still many barriers that stop them from actually 

doing so for themselves and their siblings regularly. 
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4. “Objective: Stature improvement” There has not been enough time elapsed since the Community 

Kitchens began serving meals, for progress against this objective to be measured. 

 

 

  !
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Feasibility of Changing Target Behaviors for Sustainability

 

World Vision Taiwan’s ideal goal for the Community Kitchen Program is for it to be sustainably operated in the 

communities, by the villagers. This applies to both Kiwit Village and future Community Kitchens in Li Dao and 

other villages. Currently, in Kiwit Village, the program is being sustained by WVT. Other than the hired coordinator 

and chefs, participation is currently limited to children who go to eat a few times a week; caretakers do not 

participate.  Also, WVT currently pays for all ingredients used to cook meals for children. Therefore, a goal of this 

research was to determine the feasibility of changing the following two target behaviors identified by the WVT 

team:  

 

 

1. Target Behavior: Increased participation in Community Kitchens 

Target Audience: Caretakers 

Current Level of Penetration: None 

2. Target Behavior: Produce from the village provided to be used in Community Kitchens 

 Target Audience: Village Farmers 

Current Level of Penetration: Minimal (Chefs estimate <5%) 

 

1.   

 

 

2.  

 

<5  

Barriers and Motivators Analysis 障礙與激勵因素分析 

A full analysis of barriers and motivators is conducted below to determine feasibility of changing two desired 

target behaviors. CBSM theory states that if key barriers can be removed, and if inherent motivators exist for the 

audience (which can be aligned with making the change), it is possible to foster a persisting change in a 

community. 

 CBSM( )
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Barriers are things that prevent audience members from adopting the target behavior. Motivators are 

things that audience members care about. CBSM researchers attempt to identify and then prioritize 

key barriers and motivators so that the following equation can be applied. 

A conceptual equation (not a scientific equation) for behavior change: 

BEHAVIOR CHANGE = MOTIVATORS - BARRIERS 

Program designers create opportunities to create lasting change when they are able to leverage the 

strongest motivators, while also removing the biggest barriers. To use the analogy of a racetrack 

(where the race car is our audience, and changing behavior means winning the race), barriers include 

the track and other cars - things our racecar must get around or avoid; motivators are the fuel - our 

race car must have sufficient quantity and the right fuel mixture. In order to identify motivators and 

barriers, and be able to prioritize them accurately, research must understand all aspects of a 

community’s culture surrounding the behavior in question. 

Note: a common misconception is that “raising awareness” or “increasing education” is the key to 

bringing about change. CBSM sees a lack of awareness or education as only two possible barriers to 

remove, among many. They sometimes form only part of a much more complex equation. 

 

 

 

Before and during data gathering, researchers worked with the World Vision Taiwan team to hypothesize a list of 

possible barriers and motivators (below) currently at play for both target behaviors and their target audiences. 

The subsequent analysis elaborates on each using observations and findings. A prioritized list is then presented, 

followed by the determination of feasibility of changing each behavior, in both Kiwit Village and future not-yet-

established Community Kitchens.  
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Target Behavior 1: Caretakers increasing participation in Community Kitchens 目標行為 1：照顧者增加參

與社區廚房 

Lists of hypothesized barriers and motivators (in no particular order): 

 

Possible Barriers 

 Missing Logistical Details: unclear how to begin, or where to go 

 Role Unclear: unfamiliar with opportunity to participate 

 Unavailable: would require too much time / effort commitment; too tired 

 Not belonging: Seen to be something for kids, not adults, or Bunun vs. Amis rivalry 

 Inconvenience: inconvenient time or location of sessions 

 Poor Perception: of WVT or the church 

 Unaware of the problem: does not think children have problems with nutrition or getting dinner 

 Disagree with problem: does not think that their own children have problems with nutrition or 

getting dinner 

 

 

  

  

 / ;  

  

  

  

  

  

 

Possible Motivators 

 Tribal or Kiwit Pride: identity as a member of one’s community 

 Peer Pressure: has friends doing it who want them to participate 

 Learning Opportunity: has genuine curiosity, desires the chance to learn 

 Financial Gain: training provides a chance to earn money 

 Helping Children: desire to help the children of Kiwit Village 

 Loss Aversion: doesn’t want to risk losing the established program 
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Analysis of Barriers and Motivators for Target Behavior 1: Caretakers increasing participation in 

Community Kitchens, based on observations and findings 

 

 

Barrier Description Priority 

Role Unclear 

This barrier is present. Caretakers do not know what it means “to participate.” Some 

said they had been asked by the coordinator to “come eat dinner,” or “help out” but 

besides that, none knew of any opportunities to participate. Overcoming this barrier 

is critical, and could be done relatively easily by defining a clear role that fits their 

skill level (not too demanding, but also not far below their level), and making official 

requests. High 

Unavailable 

About half of respondents are either busy during the time of the Community 

Kitchens, are too tired from a full day’s work to then go participate and do more work, 

or they have more work to do at home during this time. This is a key reason why the 

Community Kitchens are helpful to them to begin with. This barrier could only be 

overcome by allowing caretakers to participate in a way that does not require them 

to attend the Community Kitchen sessions on weeknights. High 

Concerned 

about other 

Problems 

Some caretakers believe there are other more pressing problems that the children 

face, some of which have been exacerbated by the Community Kitchens such as 

deteriorating the bonds within the family, lack of academic assistance, and a lack of 

discipline. These are all valid concerns, making this barrier significant. Overcoming 

this barrier would not be a matter of quieting the concerns. Rather, it would be 

finding a way to align participation with new ways of addressing the concerns (ie. if 

caretakers participating would improve children’s education, help preserve familial 

bonds, or teach discipline). High 

Missing 

Logistical 

Details 

All caretakers knew exactly where the Community Kitchens are held, and when they 

took place. However, because a participatory role has never been made clear, they 

do not know how to begin. Simply showing up on their own (for dinner or to help 

out) was not seen as a feasible way to begin participating. Removing this barrier 

would be straightforward if done along with removing the Role Unclear barrier. Medium 

Unaware of 

the Problem 

Most caretakers do not think Kiwit children have any major problems with nutrition. 

Some are aware that children don’t always “eat full”, but none seemed to understand 

the serious future implications of chronic undernourishment. It does seem that 

raising awareness of nutritional status and effects could be helpful. However, many 

caretakers will be resistant to this information because many feel the children 

already have it good, relative to their own childhoods. It is still worth doing, but only 

with the understanding that overcoming this barrier on its own, without overcoming 

other barriers discovered here, will not convince caretakers to participate. Medium 
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Barrier Description Priority 

Not Belonging 

Researchers found no indication that any sort of Bunun vs. Amis rivalry existed, 

therefore tribal differences were not determined to contributors to this barrier. 

However, Not Belonging is still a present barrier, connected with the Role Unclear 

Barrier. To date, the Community Kitchens have been something only children 

participate in. Caretakers, understandably, see it to be a program for children and 

not them. To remove this barrier, in addition to better defining participatory roles, 

would require a continuous proactive shift in brand messaging. If efforts have 

already been made in this regard, they have been insufficient. Low 

Inconvenience 

Time inconvenience has already been described as part of the Unavailable barrier, 

above. Inconvenience of location should not be overlooked either. While the village 

is not large, caretakers (especially those who live further from the center of town) 

currently perceive it to be inconvenient to travel across town to visit the Community 

Kitchens. It is simply not in their routine to do so. However, since travel times still are 

no more than a 5-minute drive, and researchers did observe caretakers come by to 

either talk to the coordinator or pick up / drop off their children a few times. 

Therefore, this barrier might be overcome automatically if other barriers were 

removed, and if caretakers saw a good reason to participate. Low 

Poor 

Perception 

Despite a few complaints about religious bias, and a few who wished for more 

personal assistance from WVT, the general perception of WVT and the program was 

very positive overall. Nearly all caretakers believe the organization is doing good 

work in the community. Therefore, Poor Perception is not seen as a significant barrier 

that needs to be overcome. A bit of improved communication with caretakers could 

easily address the few negative perceptions that currently exist. Low 

  員 晚

 此 極 透
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Motivator Description Priority 

Financial Gain 

Financial gain is a strong motivator for most people, but especially the poor, living in 

a place with few employment opportunities. For Community Chefs, this is still the 

primary motivator for participating (despite the fact that all other motivators appeal 

to them, too). It is unlikely that the program would continue without the coordinator 

and chefs being paid. To make use of this motivator may not necessarily need to 

include paying caretakers a wage to participate. Instead, perhaps there is a way to 

connect their participation with future employment opportunities for themselves or 

their children, or to structure some sort of financial incentive that can be earned 

based on merit. High 
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Tribal or Kiwit 

Pride 

People have pride in being Amis or Bunun, and in the fact that their families have 

had long histories in Kiwit Village. They have a desire to preserve their traditions, and 

speak happily about them. Amis children enjoy acting out dances, and everyone talks 

about the Harvest Festival in August. So, to play to this motivator, the program could 

become more attractive to caretakers if it incorporated traditional foods, 

ostentatious design elements, activities, or teachings that reinforce specific Amis, 

Bunun, or Kiwit traditions. High 

Peer Pressure 

Peer or social pressure is considered a very strong inherent motivator. This is 

especially true for Kiwit caretakers - people living within a collective society and in a 

small community. People will go to great lengths to “save face” and preserve social 

dignity, such as caretakers who do not agree with the Community Kitchen’s tactics, 

but still allow their children to go because they don’t want to be different from others. 

For this motivator to be applied, the program would first need a strategy to obtain 

enough first followers to build a critical mass, so that not participating would be 

breaking the norm. Currently, to participate would be to break the norm. Medium 

Learning 

Opportunity 

This is a powerful motivator for some caretakers, such as the ones who became 

Community Chefs. It is also more of a motivator for those who have spare time on 

their hands, such as people who are not employed full-time. For this motivator to be 

used, the target audience must see an early concrete example of the tangible skills 

they will learn (ie. knife skills, for chef participation), and there should be an expert 

from whom they can learn from (ie. a piano teacher or the cooking teacher). Medium 

Helping 

Children 

While this is the motivator everyone says they have, researchers do not believe this 

to be a very strong motivator. Everyone agrees that it is good to help children. 

However, when pressed for concrete things they might do to help, caretakers mostly 

deferred the responsibility, only coming up with ways for other people to help the 

children. Also, caretakers see taking care of their own children to be their 

responsibility, which they have a hard enough time meeting. For most, there simply 

is not enough energy or motivation left to care for all the other children in the village. 

Helping Children should not be the core motivator used to encourage people to 

participate. Low 

Loss Aversion 

At this point, it is still early in the life of the program, and caretakers have not seen 

the benefit for long enough to become attached and fearful of losing the program. 

Currently, people do not believe the Community Kitchen could continue without full 

support from WVT. This could potentially be a motivator in the future, but for now it 

is not. N/A 
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Target Behavior 2: Villagers providing produce to be used in Community Kitchens 2

 

 

Lists of hypothesized barriers and motivators (in no particular order):  

假設障礙和激勵因素列表（無特定順序）： 

Possible Barriers 

 Fear of Financial Loss: not worth the extra trouble for no significant financial gain; has desire/need 

to sell crops at cost, leaving no surplus;  

 Unaware of Need: has not been directly asked and doesn’t know of the opportunity 

 Does not have children: own family would not directly benefit 

 WVT Responsibility: believes WVT should buy crops because it is their program 

 Logistical Difficulties: inconvenient to plan and grow crops to fulfill a separate need, or 

inconsistent crop cycles 

 

 ： ; ， ，

。 

 ： ， 。 

 ： 。 

 ： 。 

 ： ， 。 

 

Possible Motivators 

 Loss Aversion: doesn’t want to risk losing the established program 

 Financial Gain: training provides a chance to earn money 

 Tribal or Kiwit Pride: identity as a member of one’s community 

 Local Crops: belief that local crops are superior, self-sufficiency 

 Convenience: ability to avoid trip to town to sell crops 

 Social status: “saving Face” to preserve social dignity or gaining status by showing off as a provider 

or successful farmer 

 Helping Children: desire to help the children of Kiwit Village 

 

 

 ：不想冒失去既定計畫的風險。 

 ：培訓提供了賺錢的機會。 

 ：成為社區成員的身份。 

 ：認為當地作物優越，自給自足。 

 ：避免去城市販售的能力。 
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 ：「愛面子」，透過炫耀為提供者或成功的農民，來保持社會尊嚴或獲得地位。 

 ：渴望幫助 村的兒童。 

 

Analysis of Barriers and Motivators for Target Behavior 2: Villagers providing produce to be used in 

Community Kitchens, based on observations and findings 

 

 

Barrier Description Priority 

Logistical 

Difficulties 

This is the only challenging barrier to overcome. Farmers always have some surplus 

produce, but to reliably supply the Community Kitchens, they would have to plan 

and incorporate new farming activities well in advance. Also, crop seasons can be 

irregular which could affect timing. Finally, there could be additional challenges with 

Community Chefs needing receipts to be reimbursed for procuring produce. Getting 

around Logistical Difficulties would require upfront planning and continuing 

flexibility. High 

Unaware of 

Need 

Village farmers have not yet been asked to provide produce. They are unaware of 

the need. When the time comes, this is a barrier that can easily be removed (by 

asking).  High 

Fear of 

Financial Loss 

Not a single caretaker mentioned this possibility as a concern (that planting and 

selling produce could hurt them financially). This could be due to confidence in their 

own farming ability to handle the change. Also, farmers are used to gifting, 

swapping, and selling surplus produce to neighbors, without being worried about 

substantial financial impact. However, there would be some concern if the program 

asked for produce to be donated completely for free. If WVT is willing to pay farmers, 

then this is not a barrier. Medium 

WVT 

Responsibility 

This is currently a barrier, since villagers still see the program to belong to World 

Vision Taiwan. To overcome it, WVT will likely still need to continue paying for 

produce (though paying villagers is still better for the village economy development 

than purchasing produce from outside Kiwit). Perhaps in the future, if ownership 

can be transferred to the community, but programmers would need to lay the 

groundwork in advance. For future programs, it would be important to set this 

expectation in the beginning. Medium 

Does not have 

children 

Unfortunately, information is missing to conduct this analysis because researchers 

did not explore this barrier with farmers who were not also caretakers. However, 

there are enough caretakers who have children and also farm, that this may not be 

a significant barrier for obtaining enough produce for the Community Kitchen. 

Those caretakers all said they would be willing to provide the produce that helps to 

feed their own children. However, it could become a significant barrier if meat is 

also desired to be sourced within the community, since not as many farmers raise 

animals. Low 
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Motivator Description Priority 

Local Crops 

All villagers hold the general belief that local crops are superior (in freshness, price, 

taste, and nutrition) to crops purchased outside the community. Also, while people 

do not actively display it, they are deservedly proud of being a mostly self-sufficient 

community, cut off from the rest of the country. However, they have depended on 

outside help for a long time (ie. Ruisui and nearby cities for supplies and 

employment, WVT, the hospital that sends mobile clinics) and have also developed 

a dependent mindset. In some ways, people feel entitled to receive help. In this 

regard, they do not want to be self-sufficient - farmers would still need to be 

compensated for their efforts to feed children through the Community Kitchen. Still, 

when making the request for their produce, programmers should cite “self-

sufficiency” and the benefits of Kiwit children eating Kiwit crops: reasons everyone 

would agree with. High 

Social Status 

See description written for the Peer Pressure motivator in the analysis of Target 

Behavior 1 motivators. The same analysis applies to this target behavior. In addition, 

multiple caretakers stated directly that they would be willing to provide produce if 

others also did it. Rather than being about a desire to show off and earn recognition, High 
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Motivator Description Priority 

this discovered motivator was more about “saving face,” fairness, and wanting the 

farming community to work together to meet the requirements. 

Tribal or Kiwit 

Pride 

See description written for the Tribal or Kiwit Pride motivator in the analysis of Target 

Behavior 1 motivators. The same analysis applies to this target behavior. This 

motivator is closely related to the Local Crops and Social Status motivators. High 

Helping 

Children 

Unlike the motivator described for the Helping Children motivator in the analysis of 

Target Behavior 1, it would be a strong motivator for villagers (who have children) to 

provide produce. Unlike participating in the Community Kitchens in some other way, 

they are already farming. In this case, it is more out of a “sense of duty” than an 

altruistic desire to help children. When confronted with the idea that villagers could 

feed their own children through the Community Kitchens using their own produce, 

every caretaker agreed it made sense and should be done. High 

Financial Gain 

Unlike the motivator described for the Financial Gain motivator in the analysis of 

Target Behavior 1 motivators, it would not be a strong motivator for villagers to 

provide produce. The reason is that villagers feel it would be shameful to sell 

produce to their neighbors for too much profit. While there must be some financial 

compensation (they are not willing to plant, manage, and give away produce for 

free), it just needs to be a fair price, and attention should not be drawn to it. Medium 

Loss Aversion 

See description written for the Loss Aversion motivator in the analysis of Target 

Behavior 1 motivators. The same analysis applies to this target behavior. N/A 

Convenience 

For any farmers who might contribute their produce, quantities would be so low 

that selling to the Community Kitchens within Kiwit Village would not actually 

decrease their work. It would be an additional burden added on top of existing work. 

Therefore, convenience is not at all a motivating factor. N/A 
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Conclusions 結論 

The overarching conclusion drawn from this study is that World Vision Taiwan’s Community Kitchen pilot program 

demonstrates much potential to address core problems within Taiwan’s indigenous villages. However, objectives 

are vaguely defined, and many are not currently being met. Without following a strategic approach, they will 

continue to go unmet, both in Kiwit and in future Community Kitchens. The tremendous potential for positive 

impact and change can only be realized by first having a clear understanding of how things look on the ground, 

through the eyes of various actors and stakeholders, then designing a strategy based on this understanding, and 

finally implementing various tactical changes to change behavior. The Observations & Findings and Analysis 

sections above have provided that “clear understanding of how things look on the ground”. Now, the sections 

below seek to provide direction for what to do with that information. 

The following recommendations include practices or ideas that are currently not found to be part of the World 

Vision Taiwan program. They are organized into three sections: 

1. Changing Target Behaviors for Sustainability discusses the analysis of the two target behaviors for 

sustainability, and provides actionable steps for fostering the changes.  

2. Tactical Recommendations for Community Kitchen Programs are ideas that can be implemented 

immediately at ground-level, and they are grouped below by theme or program element.  

3. Strategic Recommendations for World Vision Taiwan presents ideas at a higher level, presented below as 

an approach that is described in order as a series of best practices.  

All recommendations can be applied to future programs, and most can be applied in Kiwit Village (though some 

can no longer be used in Kiwit, since they apply to the early program design phase which has already passed for 

Kiwit’s program). 

 

"  

 

1. 2  

2.  

3.  
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Changing Target Behaviors for Sustainability  

Determination of Feasibility & Recommendations to Foster Behavior Change

 

To determine feasibility of changing behavior, researchers reviewed the previous analysis, considering the 

number and significance of barriers that still need to be removed, as well as the strength of existing motivators 

that provide an opportunity for marketing. For both target behaviors, this determination is made for both the 

existing program in Kiwit Village, as well as for future programs in other villages, since they present different 

scenarios. Also, strategic recommendations are made, in order to remove as many barriers as possible, while 

playing to right motivators. Following these recommendations would provide a chance to change behavior. 

 

Target Behavior 1: Caretakers increasing participation in Community Kitchens 1

 

Determination of Feasibility  

For the existing program in Kiwit Village, feasibility for changing this behavior is considered LOW: it would 

require significant changes to the existing program, and there would be an uphill battle. However, it 

would not be impossible. The challenge in Kiwit Village is that families have already begun receiving 

benefits, without being expected to contribute or participate. This existing “anchoring” in the minds of 

the caretakers presents a significant barrier, in addition to the others. Also, caretakers’ associated 

motivators are not strong; they currently have very few perceived benefits for participating. It could be 

more feasible to convince non-caretakers to participate (people who are less overworked, or have a 

desire to be around children), but this audience was not assessed in this study. 

For future programs in other villages, feasibility for changing this behavior is considered MEDIUM: while 

still challenging, it would be made possible if programmers included strategic planning during the 

program design phase, using the recommendations below. The fact that programs have not yet been 

implemented gives WVT a great opportunity incorporate recommendations to achieve this desired 

outcome. 
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Recommendations to Change Behavior  

1. Set expectations early: 

a. Make some form of caretaker participation mandatory (in the design of future 

programs in other villages), in order for their children to attend sessions and receive 

aid.  

b. Make it clear that the program is not only for children, but also adults.  

2. Make participation roles both attractive and clear: 

a. Define appropriate roles for caretaker participation that enable them to address 

their core concerns for children: create roles that improve academics, strengthen 

familial bonds, or teach discipline. However, remember that “helping children” is not a 

core motivator. 

b. Provide opportunities for caretakers to participate when they are free (ie. on 

weekends, rather than only on weeknights when many caretakers are busy or tired). 

c. Offer a financial incentive (which could be earned over time or upon completion of a 

pre-defined goal), and/or make a case for how participating will provide earning 

opportunities for the caretakers or their children in the future. 

d. Make the request understandable, so that once a clear role has been defined and 

caretakers are asked to participate, they easily know what they are being asked to 

commit to and do, what the benefits will be, when and where it will take place, and how 

exactly to sign up and begin. This also would make it easier for the coordinator to make 

these requests for participation. 

3. Implement a communication system that encourages open lines of communication between 

the coordinator and caretakers. All phone numbers should be exchanged. Programmers should 

give caretakers both the permission and the expectation to call, check in, voice concerns, or ask 

questions. This would help keep negative perceptions from gaining traction, and it would 

promote community ownership of the program. Also, this would provide a way to share 

schedules and ensure caretakers know when the children actually have program sessions to 

attend. 

4. Start with and continuously use the following rationales and appeals to emotion to get 

caretakers to buy-in to the concept (of participating in Community Kitchen): 

a. Identify the program with Amis, Bunun, or Kiwit culture (through culturally 

relevant naming and branding, activities, food dishes, and customs to appeal to their 

sense of identity) 

b. Make use of the power of social pressure: train, incentivize, and encourage all early 

participants to recruit their caretaker neighbors and friends to also participate. 

c. Show participants what they will have the opportunity to learn, by demonstrating 

mastery of a desired skill early in the recruiting phase. Include hands on activities or 

demonstrations as early as possible. Do not start with information sessions or lectures, 

which tend to make people lose interest. 
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Target Behavior 2: Villagers providing produce to be used in Community Kitchens 2

 

Determination of Feasibility  

For both the existing program in Kiwit Village as well as future programs in other villages, the feasibility 

for changing this behavior is considered HIGH for part (not all) of the produce to be provided by the 

community. Feeding their children with their own produce makes inherent sense to villagers. WVT stands 

a good chance with obtaining this desired outcome, if recommendations are followed to remove barriers 

and play to the right motivators.  

( )
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Recommendations to Change Behavior  

1. Identify villagers who are both farmers and caretakers of children who could, or already 

do, attend Community Kitchens. 

2. Start with and continuously use the following rationales and appeals to emotion to get 

farmers to buy-in to the concept (of providing their produce to feed their children): 

a. village need for self-sufficiency rather than dependency (appeal to their sense of duty) 

b. the superiority of local crops (appeal to their sense of pride) 

c. their neighbors are also helping in the same way (appeal to sense of social collectivism 

and desire to “save face”) 

d. it is the Amis/Bunun/Kiwit thing to do (appeal to sense of identity) 

3. Decide on quantities and varieties of crops needed in advance of each planting season, and 

then communicate those needs to select farmers so that they can make appropriate plans. 

Relying retroactively only on surplus crops may result in supplies being inconsistent. 

4. Plan ahead and set expectations early: in future programs, ask caretakers if they would agree 

to donating produce before the launch of the program.  

5. If farmers are unwilling to donate crops, or if this change is sought in places with existing 

programs like Kiwit where it is too late to take back help already being given: 

a. Assure farmers they will be paid, and decide on a fair and consistent price. 

b. Never dwell on the issue of making profit; in this case (within the village) it is not a 

core motivator. 

c. Make the case of economic prosperity to both the farmers, as well as the Community 

Chefs responsible for procuring ingredients: that it is better for the village if program 

budget is spent within the village, rather than outside of it. 

d. Work with chefs and farmers to develop a payment and receipt policy, to prevent 

future confusion or problems with payment and reimbursement. 

6. Implement a communication system that encourages open lines of communication between 

the coordinator and farmers. All phone numbers should be exchanged. Programmers should 

give farmers both the permission and the expectation to call, check in, voice concerns, or ask 

questions. This would help keep negative perceptions from gaining traction, and it would 

promote community ownership of the program. 
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Tactical Recommendations for Community Kitchen Programs

 

Ideas for Solving Problems in both Kiwit and Future Community Kitchen Programs

 

Recommendations for Community Kitchen Dinners  

1. Provide Children with Structure. A general recommendation is to provide children with much clearer 

structure within each session. This would benefit both the coordinator as well as the children. 

Researchers observed the same children behaving very well at school, where there are a set of rules, 

reinforced by agreed upon consequences and rewards. Processes must be thought out in advance and 

established, otherwise the coordinator will always be reacting and struggling to manage the large 

number of rambunctious children. 

2. Stop Serving Meals Family-Style. The most direct way to ensure children are eating a sufficient amount 

of food, and obtaining nutrition from all food groups being served, would be to stop serving meals family 

style. While this could make serving meals less convenient for the chefs, it would dramatically improve 

what children eat at the dinners. One better way would be to use trays or bowls that are pre-filled with 

food before being given to children. Community Kitchen could borrow the format used in schools, where 

all children receive their food in an orderly way, in a buffet-style line. Then, children could be monitored 

to ensure that they finish everything in their trays or bowls before washing them and leaving the dinner. 

3. Ensure Hand-washing. Researchers observed that children did not consistently wash their hands with 

soap before eating. Sometimes they forgot, and other times there was no soap available so children only 

rinsed with water. For sanitation purposes, the Community Kitchen should always provide soap at the 

sinks, and enforce handwashing.  

4. Provide Drinking Water. On several instances, children were thirsty from play and did not have any 

water to drink. It is important to keep children well hydrated. If the Community Kitchen is making itself 

a place for children, it must always provide them with clean drinking water to drink.  

5. Enforce Start and End Times. Since caretakers are concerned about children becoming less disciplined, 

and that they are coming home late, the Community Kitchen could set an exact end time for dinner, and 

a time for cleaning up. The Community Kitchen could help address concerns by closing doors at 7:00 pm 

every night, and not letting children linger. 

6. Ally with Convenience Stores. The snacks and drinks that children purchase at convenience stores are 

low in nutrition, and hurt appetites, making it easy for children to skip meals or eat less when better 

meals area available - at home or in the Community Kitchens. To neutralize this threat, the program 

should try to convince convenience store owners and workers to become allies in the effort to help 
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children. Consider asking If convenience store owners and workers to stop selling children snacks before 

dinner time. Before crafting and delivering the message or request, programmers should develop a 

deeper understanding of convenience store owners’ barriers/motivators (to forgo profit gained from 

selling snacks and drinks to children). 
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Recommendations for the After School Program  

1. Incorporate Extracurricular Activities if Possible. The program coordinator and caretakers all think 

that children need long term goals, and that the time after homework-time could be better utilized. 

Setting up extracurricular activities could be the solution if logistical challenges can be overcome and 

other adults could help lead sessions. Children could then select what they wanted to do and commit to. 

They would have something to work on in a mostly self-directed way. Ideally it would be something they 

look forward to getting back to working on each day, after they finish homework. Possible ideas are 

singing, dancing, or piano (with the goal of putting on a show), and cooking (with the goal of attaining 

some sort of proficiency standard). If tools and materials are available, perhaps carpentry can be an 

activity (with the goal of building something).  

2. Seek Out Teachers to Lead Extracurricular Activities. Look to gain "participation" from caretakers 

and chefs, depending on their availability as well as what they can and are willing to teach on a consistent 

basis. Also consider the fact that the school principal mentioned there is a government program that he 

could potentially apply to for to start an After School program. The government program provides 

funding for bringing in a teacher from outside the community, if one can be recruited. Perhaps there is 

an opportunity for collaboration here with the school. 
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Recommendations for Maintaining Communication  

1. Publish a Monthly Calendar. To help solve the problem of miscommunicating with caretakers, one idea 

is to set up a monthly calendar, both for days where there are mealtimes, as well as any planned activities. 

Children could take this home to share with caretakers, and it could also be posted at the churches and 

convenience stores. It could also be used to invite other community members to stop by to check out an 

activity or mealtime, or participate in some way. Long-term projects could also be included (ie: July’s song 

and dance preparation for the August festival; Making Christmas ornaments in December, etc.) These 

extracurricular activities should, as much as possible, be aligned with the greater community's calendar 

(ie: In January, perhaps children are all learning how to cook one dish to show their parents when they 

come home for Chinese New Year). 

2. Consider Collaborating with School Principal. WVT’s Community Kitchen and the village schools share 

common goals (to provide a safe and nurturing place for children to learn and eat), but coordinators and 

chefs communicate infrequently with the school principal. There would be value in opening up more 

formal lines of communication between the two entities. It would be important to know exactly what 

children were being taught in school about nutrition, and find ways for the two organizations to reinforce 

each other. 

3. Dispel Confusion about Church Affiliation. Caretakers are somewhat confused about the exact 

motives of the Community Kitchen program, with most believing there to be no distinction between the 

program and the church. Caretakers applying religious prejudices can negatively affect the program. 

Make concerted messaging efforts, so that this confusion does not persist. 

4. Hold Regular Meetings or Dinners for Caretakers. Some caretakers don't see the benefits provided 

by the program; others don't feel heard; many don't feel like they have a place to be involved. While it 

has been done already in the past, consider holding regular caretaker meetings or dinners that bring 

them together to sample the cooking, see how other families are benefiting, and voice any concerns. By 

hearing them out and including caretakers in the problem solving process, they would feel more 

ownership over the program. This would also be one form of participation that helps to achieve the 

program’s Community-level objectives. If found to be valuable, this could be held at regular intervals. 

5. Communicate Proactively to Prevent Meal-Skipping. It is clear that ongoing communication between 

WVT and caretakers is lacking. Because of this, children sometimes use one side to fool the other, and 

the result is they skip meals. This is an unintended outcome that must be avoided. So even if ideas above 

are not adopted, some basic channel of communication should be created. It could be as simple as 

providing caretakers with a phone number to call if there is ever any question about when meals are 

served, or to ask other questions. WVT should take initiative with this. 
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Recommendations for Building Local Capacity  

1. Retain Chefs-in-Training using Friends and Hands-on Skills. The training program for chefs has been 

a great success of the program. This is definitely something to replicate in other places. The bright spots 

from Kiwit should be used to attract more recruits and improve retention. One way is by simply adjusting 

the order of training classes: more cooking students will be retained if WVT’s cooking teacher 

demonstrates hands-on cooking skills early on, rather than starting with lecture-format classes that can 

be found to be boring. Another is to ask more enthusiastic recruits to help convince their neighbors and 

friends to join. 

2. Provide Program Coordinator with Training. The program coordinator in Kiwit is extremely passionate 

and has a huge heart for the children. She has much desire to learn and improve at her job; she knows 

she could provide more structure and a better experience for the children if she had this training. She is 

looking for opportunities on her own, but they are scarce. WVT could better prepare coordinators for 

success by providing training, much like WVT has done for the community chefs. 

3. Chefs Could Train Senior Students to Cook. If having senior students be able to cook is an objective of 

the program, then consider using community chefs to actually train those students to cook. Perhaps this 

could be an ongoing extracurricular activity that takes place during the After School program after 

homework has been completed. 
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4. Pair Nutrition Lessons with School Curriculum. To teach children about nutrition, WVT should 

consider creating a curriculum or building upon the school’s curriculum. Nagging children to “eat more” 

or “eat vegetables” will not adequately educate them about nutrition. Consider partnering with school 

to do this, so that lessons children are learning in school can be reinforced at the Community Kitchen. 
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Strategic Recommendations for World Vision Taiwan

 

An Approach to make All Programs More Effective  

1. Start with the End in Mind. Perhaps this was impossible to do in Kiwit, since the program came together 

due to various other opportunities. However, in any future community where WVT wants to help solve a 

problem, programmers should not jump to making tactical and logistical decisions for implementing a 

project. Instead, begin by identifying possible target behaviors to change. Be very precise with who the 

target audience is, and what you think they should do differently. 

2. Listen and Use Data. So far, this has been done very informally and infrequently in Kiwit. Going forward, 

and in future programs: to get the community's buy-in, as well as to inform more suitable program 

design, ask many questions related to your target behaviors, and listen closely to audiences within the 

community. Do this before deciding how to implement tactics. Rely on hard data as much as possible; 

rely on assumptions as little as possible. 

3. Plan Using Barriers and Motivators. This is a new approach being suggested by Appleseed: To know 

where to appropriately allocate resources, programmers should craft a strategy, based on a prioritized 

list of barriers to remove and motivators to use, for each target behavior being explored. An example 

for how this can be done is presented in this report, using the two target behaviors (Analysis of Feasibility 

above, and Determination of Feasibility and Strategic Recommendations below). 
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4. Set Better Objectives. Currently, the Community Kitchen Program includes many objectives that are 

not clearly defined. It is unclear if they were created before or after program implementation began. 

Objectives should be made clear and realistic, and ideally they should be set during project planning. If 

objectives are vague, as they are now, they will be difficult to communicate to others and your teams will 

have difficulty reaching them effectively. At any given moment throughout the life of the program, it 

should be easy to know if objectives are being met or if they are not being met. Use the S.M.A.R.T. criteria 

for setting good objectives (https://zh.wikipedia.org/wiki/SMART%E5%8E%9F%E5%88%99). ie. Define 

what "sufficient food" means and how it is supposed to be measured; select which indicators to monitor 

that show "children's nutrition knowledge and ability" has increased; determine benchmarks for skills 

that tell you to what extent senior students have been "trained to do easy cooking", define how much 

change in growth would be an indication of sufficient "stature improvement". If, by pinning down so 

many objectives, it feels that the levels of success cannot be achieved with available resources, consider 

reducing the number of objectives. 

5. Measure and Adjust. Once clear objectives are put in place, it is natural to then design a suitable 

measurement plan and process to track progress at regular intervals. This will tell programmers what 

adjustments need to be made (or not made), and to respond quickly to problems. 

6. Manage Perceptions. Other than this research study, WVT has not made a concerted effort in Kiwit 

Village to continuously monitor and manage perceptions of the program, outside the walls of the 

Community Kitchen. How others perceive your program will affect your ability to reach objectives. To 

safeguard your program's brand image, it is important to pay attention to how the community is 

perceiving the program's benefits and shortcomings, and to have open channels of communication with 

them so that benefits can be highlighted and shortcomings can be appropriately addressed. 
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Final Word  

World Vision Taiwan’s Community Kitchen pilot in Kiwit village is only in its first year of operation, after the initial 

preparatory year. At this stage, the program has already met objectives aimed at providing economic 

opportunities and nutrition knowledge to caretakers. It is now beginning to achieve objectives aimed at helping 

children. While there is still room to improve, the pilot program provides an incredible opportunity for 

programmers to learn how future impact can be increased, both within Kiwit Village as well as similar programs 

in other places. Most of the recommendations made in this report require little or no additional investment of 

financial resources. Instead, they require applying a strategic approach, that begins with having specific desires 

outcomes in mind and listening to communities. It continues to be Appleseed’s pleasure and honor to be part of 

these efforts, working with World Vision Taiwan to bring about a high level of impact. With World Vision Taiwan’s 

extensive reach into communities and dedication to making a difference, there is no doubt that these 

improvements can be made, both during program planning and implementation phases, to better help children 

in communities across the island.  

Appleseed
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